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a b s t r a c t

The low intensity of the X-ray pulsar signal and the strong X-ray background radiation lead to
low signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of the X-ray pulsar observed profile obtained through epoch
folding, especially when the observation time is not long enough. This signifies the necessity of
denoising of the observed profile. In this paper, the statistical characteristics of the X-ray pulsar
signal are studied, and a signal-dependent noise model is established for the observed profile.
Based on this, a profile noise reduction method by performing a local linear minimum mean
square error filtering in the un-decimated wavelet domain is developed. The detail wavelet
coefficients are rescaled by multiplying their amplitudes by a locally adaptive factor, which is
the local variance ratio of the noiseless coefficients to the noisy ones. All the nonstationary
statistics needed in the algorithm are calculated from the observed profile, without a priori
information. The results of experiments, carried out on simulated data obtained by the ground-
based simulation system and real data obtained by Rossi X-Ray Timing Explorer satellite,
indicate that the proposed method is excellent in both noise suppression and preservation of
peak sharpness, and it also clearly outperforms four widely accepted and used wavelet
denoising methods, in terms of SNR, Pearson correlation coefficient and root mean square error.

& 2015 IAA. Published by Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Pulsars are highly magnetized, rapidly rotating neutron
stars which emit uniquely identifiable signals that are peri-
odical to a high level of accuracy, throughout the electro-
magnetic spectrumwith periods ranging frommilliseconds to
thousands of seconds. The repetition period of the radiation
signals is simply the rotation period of the neutron star. For
some pulsars, the stability of their rotation period over long

timescales is comparable with terrestrial atomic clocks [1–6].
Of all pulsars, the ones which are visible in the X-ray band of
the electromagnetic spectrum are called “X-ray pulsar” [7].
The first X-ray pulsar discovered was Centaurus X-3 in 1967
[8,9]. According to the different energy radiation mechanisms,
X-ray pulsars can be divided into rotation-powered, accretion-
powered, anomalous X-ray pulsars and so on [3,10,11].

In recent years, X-ray pulsars have drawn much attention
of many researchers due to their tremendous research value
in astrophysics and broad application prospect in timing and
navigation. In astrophysics, X-ray pulsars can be used to probe
important relativistic effects such as the frame-dragging and
Lense–Thirring effects [12–14] that would play a crucial role in
such objects, in a completely different regime with respect to
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the few, uncertain and difficult tests performed so far in the
weak-field limit of our Solar System [15–17]. For example, X-
ray binary pulsars have provided the most accurate exam-
ination of Einstein's general theory of relativity so far [18,19].
Besides, X-ray pulsars have unique and periodic pulse profiles,
which along with their relatively uniform distribution
throughout the sky, suggests their potential use as a natural
lighthouse for spacecraft navigation [20–25]. X-ray pulsar-
based navigation has been suggested as an attractive app-
roach for autonomous deep space navigation.

The X-ray pulsar's observed profile obtained through
epoch folding is of much importance to the research and
applications of pulsars [3,5,26–30]. However, since pulsars
locate at great distances from earth (e.g., the distance of Crab
pulsar from Earth is about 2 kpc [31]), their X-ray pulse
radiation, namely the effective radiation, has degenerated to
single photon sequence with extremely low intensity when it
arrive at the X-ray detector that is mounted on a spacecraft;
in addition, the intensity of X-ray background photons,
mainly including the diffuse X-ray background [32], the
cosmic X-ray background [33,34] and the source shot noise
that is contended inherently in the faint source signal [32], is
up to about 9 times stronger than that of the source effective
photons. These facts lead to low signal to noise ratio (SNR) of
the observed profile, and therefore signify the necessity of
denoising of the observed profile, especially when the
observation time is not long enough [3,30,32].

Wavelet transform has a very useful property of scale and
space localization, thus it allows signal feature detection at
different scales. In the last decade, wavelets have found
successful applications in a variety of signal processing pro-
blems, including noise reduction [35]. Some researchers have
applied wavelets into denoising of the observed profile of X-
ray pulsar, using thresholding techniques which are origin-
ally developed on the basis of additive, signal independent
Gaussian noise model [36–39]. However, due to the non-
stationary characteristic of the detected X-ray pulsar photon
signals, the noise of the observed profile is actually signal
dependent. This necessarily impacts the denoising perfor-
mance of the traditional thresholding techniques.

For the signal dependent noise, the minimum mean-
square error Wiener filter has been derived and efficiently
performed in the wavelet domain by means of a rescaling
of the detail coefficients, whose amplitudes are divided by
a space-varying factor depending on the SNR of the
wavelet coefficients themselves [40].

In this paper, according to the statistical properties of the
detected X-ray photon sequence, we introduce a signal-
dependent noise model to formulate the observed profile
of X-ray pulsar. Based on this model, a local linear minimum
mean square error (LLMMSE) filter of the un-decimated
wavelet domain is developed to deal with the nonsta-
tionary profile noise. Using the parameters of the established
signal-dependent noise model and the local statistics esti-
mated from the observed profile, the LLMMSE filter is able to
change characteristics according to local signal statistics. The
advantage of using undecimated wavelet transform for signal
independent noise is that denoising of the undecimated
wavelet coefficients is equivalent to a translation-invariant
denoising, which can yield better performance than con-
ventional noise reduction methods based on discrete wavelet

transform (DWT) [41,42]. The rationale for our choice of
denoising in the undecimated wavelet domain is that the
classical DWT characterized by downsampling makes the
estimation of local statistics of the observed profile critical,
owing to the aliasing and lack of translation invariance.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2,
a signal-dependent noise model is established for the
observed profile. The LLMMSE estimator working in the
undecimated wavelet domain is derived in Section 3. In
Section 4, experiments are carried out to evaluate this new
technique's performance, using both simulated data and real
data. Finally, Section 5 concludes the study.

2. Signal dependent noise model of X-ray pulsar
observed profile

The original measurement of the X-ray pulsar is the time
of arrivals (TOAs) of all the X-ray photons from the pulsar
source as well as the background. TOA of a photon is recor-
ded by the X-ray detector when the photon hits the
detecting material [43]. To obtain the observed profile, the
measured photon TOAs are first transformed to the Solar
System Barycenter (SSB) and then assembled into a single
pulse cycle through the procedure of epoch folding [3,27,28].
In this paper, to focus our discussion, we assume the photon
TOAs have been transformed to SSB. In what follows,
according to the presented X-ray detection method and the
pulsars' high rotation stability, mathematical equations are
used to describe the X-ray pulsar signals; then upon this,
statistical properties of the observed profile are given.

2.1. Poisson model of X-ray pulsar signal

Let Nt be the number of arrival photons in the time
interval ð0; tÞ, N0 ¼ 0 and t0 ¼ 0. Within a certain observation
interval, the counting process fNðtÞ; tZ0g can be approxi-
mately modeled by a Cyclostationary Non-Homogeneous
Poisson Process (CNHPP) with a periodic time-varying
intensity λðtÞZ0 satisfying λðtÞ ¼ λðtþTÞ, where T is the
rotation period of the pulsar. The unit for λðtÞ is ph/s, which
represents number of photons detected per second.
λðtÞ ð0otoTÞ is also referred to as the standard profile of
the pulsar. For a fixed time interval ðs; eÞ, the number of
arrival photons Ns;e is a Poisson random variable with para-
meter

R e
s λðtÞdt. Its distribution law is

PðNs;e ¼ kÞ ¼
R e
s λðtÞdt

� �k
exp � R e

s λðtÞdt
� �

k!
ð1Þ

and its mean and variance are

E½Ns;e� ¼ var½Ns;e� ¼
Z e

s
λðtÞdt: ð2Þ

Furthermore, since fNðtÞ; tZ0g has independent incre-
ments, the numbers of detected photons in any non-
overlapping time intervals are independent from each other.

2.2. Epoch folding

The process of epoch folding is to recover the observed
profile from the measured photon events [27,28]. It is
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